is, with conscious or unconscious egoism, the self-appointed interpreter of a passing show of which he forms a part.
One way of viewing Hamlet as an allegory of human nature and human existence, a revealing commentary on the men we are and the life we know, is to place the emphasis upon six of the characters, and to balance them three against three. On the one side are the Ghost, the King, and Hamlet; on the other the Queen, Ophelia, and Horatio. In the former three we have human nature obsessed, distorted, fanatical, embodying the dynamism which, whatever its motives, is destructive of peaceful equilibrium. In the latter three we have human nature tolerant, acquiescent, rational, by its limitations as much as by its virtues preservative of harmony and stability. 'Nor is this selection indefensible on other grounds, since the most significant psychological tensions and dramatic relations are usually expressed in terms of these half-dozen characters. One may, without simplifying the pattern unreasonably, regard Polonius as a stock elderly wiseacre, a pleasantly pompous old bore; Laertes as an unpleasantly pompous chip off the old block; and Fortinbras as an equally stock man of action, fortuitous and peripheral. And the rest are nowhere.
In Hamlet as a tragedy of revenge, the main motivation for the action of the play is, naturally, the demand of the Ghost for vengeance upon Claudius. And the most dramatically obvious disturber of the peace in the relations of men has been the thirst for revenge, from the nemesis pattern of Greek tragedy to the feuding of clansmen and gangsters. Even when no divine voice cries "Vengeance is mine!" the futility of an obsession with revenge is apparent to reason. One may of course choose to see in the Ghost's implacable insistence only the operation of the principle of justice. But there is something vindictive as well as unconvincing in the Ghost's dwelling upon his own virtues as against the vileness of a wretch "whose natural gifts were poor," when in fact the natural gifts of Claudius, whether in attracting the love of Gertrude or in managing the affairs of state, are considerable. Nor is the ghostly distinction between the Queen, who may be left to heaven and to "those thorns that in her bosom lodge," and that "beast" Claudius an especially valid distinction in the light of the King's sick confession that his "offence is rank, it smells to heaven," and of Hamlet's confident pronouncement that his theatrical trap will catch "the conscience of the King." The demand of the Ghost is for revenge, not justice; the duty that the finer-grained Hamlet is compelled to recognize, and with which he lashes and excoriates his troubled mind and spirit, is vengeance.
The lust for power (to which the gratifying of sexual lust by bodily possession can be related) is of course a subtler form of "abnormality" and of much wider ramifications. Not merely power corrupts, but ambition, and the result can never be only a self-regarding act. The resultant distortion has its most catastrophic impact, its most violent and disruptive effect upon the lives of others, in Macbeth. By contrast Claudius, with his desire and ability to maintain an orderly and prosperous kingdom after his crime, has nothing of Macbeth's power to suggest a tremendous natural destructive force raging out of control, a cyclone or prairie fire. He is recognizably and ordinarily human in his attempt to offset his load of guilt and sense of hypocrisy by measuring up to the demands of his high office. Yet he is for that very reaSon an even more effective symbol of the inescapable consequences, both individual and social, of the lust for power.
To speak of Hamlet is to crowd on to the point of a pin where now even angels fear to tread (and to lose a palpable hit in a foolish figure ) . Yet in this balance of types and forces he may be drawn in one dimension as the idealist unable to compromise, the disappointed perfectionist driven by his dream, even by his "bad dreams," the man who, when the time is out of joint, may curse his destiny, but accepts his role as the instrument of fate. For such men generally, confusion and suffering and bloodshed on the plane of ordinary human activity count for nothing beside the imperative urge to establish or re-establish an equilibrium on a higher plane, a transcendent principle of honour or justice or order realizing the ideal, the inner vision. History bears full witness, especially in the annals of religious fanaticism , to the disruptive power of those who would change history itself, and that quickly, into conformity with the reflected image of their gods or themselves. And not even the eloquent disgust of Knox or Savonarola with erring or too-accommodating human nature can surpass Hamlet's violent denunciations of Ophelia and Gertrude, Dr his viewing the world from the depths of his own disillusionment as "a foul and pestilent congregation of vapours."
Against the explosive action of mighty opposites set in motion by a ghostly catalyst, this trio of perennially and eternally disturbing forces, ordinary simple humanity tries to pursue its live-and-let-live policy, unheroic yet hardly deserving of Hamlet's withering scorn for exhibiting only "bestial oblivion." The worst that can be said of the Queen herself is that she is an easy-going hedonist, incapable of heartsearching concern over the nicer moral issues. She wishes to be happy, and to see those about her happy. Her love for both Claudius and Hamlet is genuine, and even ennobled by her devoted courage when Laertes threatens the King, and by her loyal silence regarding Hamlet'. secret. Her affection and pity for Ophelia make her the fit speaker of the most tender and pathetic lines in the play. Even Hamlet acquits her of any complicity in the murder on the strength of her bewildered reply, "As kill a king?" (it is significant that he does not repeat the Ghost's peevish accusation of adultery) and attacks her only as the too-willing partner in an "incestuous" union. In short, the Queen's one unpardonable sin is that she has failed to live up to Hamlet's ideal of womanhood. Removed to the happier context of comedy, she might with Sir Toby retort upon a moralistic attacker with a defence of cakes and ale.
Ophelia is the very type and symbol of trusting and simple innocence (whatever Freudians may choose to make of her lyrics in the mad scene). She has the transparent purity of clear water, which indeed furnishes the appropriate imagery for her death in "the glassy stream." Her ideas and feelings are conventional and uncomplicated, and she asks no more of life than a continuance of the familiar pattern of affection and benevolent guidance. From being the loving and dutiful daughter she would become the loving and dutiful wife. She is the child in the house. And as such, in the sheer brutality of her totally undeserved suffering, she uniquely underlines the theme of ordinary life maimed or shattered when it comes, unwillingly or unwittingly, between the "pass and feU incensed points" of irrational and violent forces.
To describe these disruptive forces as irrational is to bring in Horatio, as what the Pope in The Ring and the Book caUs "the rational man, the type of common sense." His function as a foil to Hamlet, as well as confidant, is sufficiently brought out in Hamlet's tributes to him as a just man, one not passion'S slave but of blood and judgment well commingled, so well that his verdict on the King's behaviour in the mouse-trap scene is essential to Hamlet's purpose. His remarks to the guards at the beginning of the play show us that he is sceptical of what may be illusion or superstition; his final words express his clear-eyed convktion that a full statement of the whole tragic story must be made at once, lest more "plots and errors happen." Never does he approve violence. When Hamlet observes that a divinity "shapes our ends," Horatio is quick to agree. But when Hamlet proposes to "rough-hew" them by exacting vengeance, and demands eagerly, "Is't not perfect conscience to quit him with this arm?" Horatio avoids a direct answer. He is temperate and moderate, aurea mediocritas, the spectator whose personal involvement through loyalty to one man has nowise obscured his powers of detached and critical observation of all men. All the more striking, then, is his attempt at suicide when Hamlet is dying, an attempt abandoned only because his disciplined mind accepts the last duty of friendship demanded of him by Hamlet. The storms which have overwhelmed the pleasure-loving Queen and the trusting and simple Ophelia have dragged the spiritual anchor of the seemingly self-sufficient Horatio. At some emotional centre of this rationalist'. being life has lost its meaning, and the final comment on the devastating effect upon ordinary human lives of men behaving like gods or devils is Horatio's quiet despair.
It is here, when the allegorical pattern seems complete in the balance of types and forces, and there is possibly a murmur of "Gigadibs!" that the ground breaks away to "the firmer yet beneath it" posited by Blougram. Or rather, the meaning deepens and broadens as we contemplate the despair of Horatio the rational man, whose philosophy dreams not of those "things in heaven and earth" that possess the mind of Hamlet, yet fails him when tragedy strikes. The mirror is still held up to nature, but to a nature cruelly enigmatic. The allegory i. still derived from the empirical application of the play to life, but now the application is to the whole theme of human existence in its fundamental and tragic irony.
A tolerant hedonism, a dutiful simplicity, a balanced and passionfree judgment-here would seem to be the ingredients of a civilized and equable life. Obsession, ambition, uncompromising idealismthese are the disturbers of the peace and the heralds of the Furies. The grandeur is bought with terror, the poetry and the vision with pity and fear, the superhuman triumphs at the cost of human sacrifice. In the irresistible appeal of these deviations from the rational norm, the search for or surrender to the larger than life at the cost of life itself, the sceptical humanist sees the tragic irony of human behaviour. The clue to the irony is not in the passive dependence of Gertrude and Ophelia, not in the egocentric drive of the Ghost and Claudius. The clue is in that climactic surrender of reason to emotion in Horatio, in the supreme gesture of loyalty which would raise him to the tragic level, and at the same time, ironically, cancel out the cumulative effect of Hamlet's tributes to his invulnerability. And the clue leads us, inevitably, to the complex mind and character of Hamlet himself, to a fuller and juster understanding than was afforded by our one-dimensional view.
For the conflict expressed in the balance of forces, and the tragically triumphant imbalance, is a recurring aspect of Hamlet's awareness, from the momentary revolt of "0 cursed spite!" to the stark negation of his last words. The meaning of the play is absorbed into the comprehensive human nature of the hero, of all Shakespeare's great tragic figures the most representative of the complex humanity epitomized as "this quintessence of dust." His idealizing, even deifying of his father, his disillusioned disgust with his mother, the hatred of his uncle which seemingly cannot achieve its total satisfaction by killing the murderer at prayer-all these reflect absolute judgments which impel to swift action and recognize neither the claims of frail humanity nor the obliterating power of time. Yet he does not act, and his procrastination is explained, in part at least, by the sense of futility which oppresses him as he views his own problem in the light of time's eternity and human history. The relative judgment is more congenial to him than the absolute ("there's nothing either good or bad but thinking makes it so") ; the vanitas vanitalum theme is ever present to his mind, as in the speculation on the inglorious metamorphosis of Alexander; despite his acquiescence in the ghost's reality, he knows that whatever secrets may lie beyond the grave, they are in "the undiscover'd country from whose bourn no traveller returns."
This contemplative strain, at once rational and realistic, the source of his affinity with and admiration for Horatio, is ever at war in Hamlet with the imaginative idealism which sees him "prompted to [his 1 revenge by heaven and hell," the restorer of order and harmony in the universe. And it is the stronger force of the two, this melancholy awareness that men are neither gods nor supermen, that "the spirit that I have seen may be a devil." Occasions to spur his "dull revenge" are needed, and the fantastic quarrel "for an eggshell" has to be rationalized as a challenge to his own failure to use his "godlike reason"! He promises that his thoughts henceforth will "be bloody, or be nothing worth," yet in his account to Horatio of the King's villainies, the question is't not to be damned To let this canker of our nature come In further evil?
shows him still seeking reassurance that revenge is his sacred and unavoidable duty. When Horatio does not answer the question Hamlet pursues the matter no further, and shortly is back in the congenial meditative vein, rejecting his own intuition of evil with the fatalistic utterance, "there's a special providence in the fall of a sparrow." He is in "readiness," but without the multiplied treachery of the King and Laertes, initiating violence which only violence can meet, it may be doubted that Hamlet would have acted at all. And when the violence has subsided, Hamlet's dying words evoke no principle of eternal and absolute justice vindicated, make no reference to completed revenge or the pacified spirit of the wronged dead. He tells Horatio to report him and his "cause aright to the unsatisfied"; he thinks of his people and their need for a strong ruler, and prophesies that "the election lights on Fortinbras." With courageous insistence he directs his last ounce of energy to the claims and realities of continuing human life. For the rest, as he knows, is silence.
